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It 
was great to see some 
of you at the Bristol 
Day of Magic – the 
workshop was fun, 
wasn’t it? A full report 

can be found on pages 12-15. 

I am also delighted with the 
performances of all the finalists 
in the Young Magician of the Year 
2015 competition. It was obvious 
that everyone had worked hard 
to bring their acts to an even 
higher standard than when they 
had performed in the heats. This proves just how much practice will 
always be necessary to improve your act, whether close up or stage. 

Some of you are reaching the age where you will be leaving YMC and 
thinking about taking your entrance exam for The Magic Circle. You 
are thinking that it’s all very well doing one trick here and there, for 
the Member of the Month competitions or for entertaining friends, 
but how will you do something clever enough to pass an exam?

The secret is this – well actually, it’s no secret! The examiners of The 
Magic Circle are not looking for genius! They are not even looking 
for originality at this stage although, of course, direct word for word 
copies of presentations are frowned on. What you need, to pass this 
exam, is eight to ten minutes of  magic, with some skill – Professor’s 
Nightmare, use of a thumb tip, sponge balls or an Ambitious Card 
routine, rather than mathematical card tricks. You CAN use those – 
but not for your whole set. Equally, examiners are looking for good 
presentation skills – smooth patter, spoken loudly and clearly without 
‘uhms and errs’; good eye contact with the audience, not just with the 
one or two volunteers you happen to choose;  prop management – 
knowing which pockets have your cards, pen, coins etc so you aren’t 
fumbling around – and make sure the outfit you wear works for you! 
There is no point buying a new pair of trousers for the exam if they 
are too tight for you to get your hands swiftly and carefully in and out 
of the pockets if needed!

Above all - show confidence in what you do and you will be able to 
charm the examiners and win your much prized membership to the 
most prestigious magic society in the world!
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My sincerest congratulations go to 
Leah Devine who won the Young 
Magician of the Year and to Callum 
McClure and David Hardman who 
were joint second and, indeed, 
to all the performers who made 
it through to the final. I really do 
not want this article to take away anything from these worthy 
winners but there is a “but” I need to share.

This competition used to be very prestigious – much bigger 
than the stage competition of J-Day, for example. General 
feeling is that the quality of recent competitions has not been 
as high as it was in “the good old days”. I believe that this is 
due to a modern phenomenon, not entirely the fault of your 
generation. Stage magic is simply out of fashion compared to 
the close-up or “street” magic of the Dynamo/Troy variety. But 
The Magic Circle Young Magician of the Year competition is 
explicitly a stage magic competition and stage magic requires 
a number of disciplines.

The magic should be stage magic. One criticism I was given 
was that some acts had appeared to be doing their close-
up material – but doing it on stage. Magic really is not 
interchangeable. (Indeed, another criticism I hear is that close-
up acts are often stage or parlour magic done at a table!) You 
should select your material specifically for the purpose.

Something that I talk about endlessly is stagecraft. The way 
you walk on stage, not standing behind tables, looking up 
at the audience, using upstage arms to pick up equipment, 
smiling; all these factors should be rehearsed over and over 
– indeed choreographed. The best stage magicians stand 
and move in exactly the same way every time you see them 
perform.

The whole appearance of the stage should be something you 
consider. Your appearance and costume, of course, but also the 
setting. Every piece of equipment onstage should be provided 
by the performer and carefully chosen to fit in with the look 
you want for the act. It is not good enough to arrive at a venue, 
ask to borrow a table and use any cover provided. Every detail 
should have been considered. Ask your drama teacher about 
“mise-en-scene”.

A stage magician is an actor. It really is not acceptable to just 
go onstage and be yourself. You should feel you are acting 
a part. If patter, it should be scripted, learned and acted. If 
silent, the music used should be carefully selected and the act 
choreographed to fit the music.

There is so much involved. Let’s work together on trying to get 
stage magic back to the art-form it used to be.

Kevin’sKorner

Kevin Doig Chairman

THE MAGIC 
CIRCLE DIARY
Tuesday 9 June, 23rd June,  
At Home with The Magic Circle

A regular evening of mystery and wonder featuring some of 
the club’s top magicians in “At Home with The Magic Circle”. 
This event features history, close-up and stage entertainment, 
happens throughout the year and lasts for a full evening. 
Doors open at 7pm and the Club Room bar and museum are 
open. Note: suitable for ages 14 and above.
Tickets £34.00 via www.seetickets.com  

Saturday 13 June
The Magic History Gathering

The event speakers include Michael Colley surveying The 
Magic Circle’s Young Magician of the Year Competition and 
answering the questions of “Where are they now?” 
Other speakers include Paul Freeman (recapturing the 
magical delights of the music hall to variety theatre), Jonathan 
Allen, Associate Curator of the Circle’s Museum (discussing 
an early twentieth century artwork recently identified in the 
museum collection), Peter Rawert of Hamburg (“Magic in the 
Age of Enlightenment”) and George Kovari (“Forty Years of 
Shooting Through a Woman”).
The doors open at 10am with the official opening by The 
Magic Circle president Scott Penrose at 10.45am.
£40.00 including coffee, lunch and afternoon tea. Payment 
must be made prior to the event. 
Further details:
Bob Loomis email BobLoomis@themagiccircle.co.uk
Tickets £19.50 plus transaction fee from
www.themagiccircle.co.uk or www.seetickets.com

Friday 26 June, 3rd July, 
Close-up at The Magic Circle

This event showcases some of the best close-up magicians 
available. Seeing is believing! 
Doors open 7pm, event starts at 7.30pm and finishes at 
approximately 9.30pm.
Although all shows are of a universal nature, and young 
enthusiasts are welcomed, eighty minutes of close-up is not 
usually recommended for those under 12.

Tickets £19.50 plus transaction fee from
www.themagiccircle.co.uk or www.seetickets.com
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YMC WORKSHOP DATES 2015
Saturday 20th  June 2015    Saturday 18th July 2015 *

Saturday 19th September 2015 J-Day auditions *   Sunday 25th October 2015 J-Day
Saturday 28th November 2015 *

NB All dates with * are Ali Bongo show dates.
For members only.  Workshop fee £8.00 paid on the day.  Workshops will run from 11am - 4pm and will be held at The Magic 
Circle HQ (address on page three).  Be sure to bring packed lunch (drinks will be provided free), a deck of cards, notebook and a 
pen as minimum requirements for the day.  Please note: you must register in advance each time and receive confirmation.  
Email: kevin.doig@tesco.net

 Killer Magic producer Anthony Owen features in the latest issue of 
Magicseen, the UK’s ONLY independent magic magazine. 

Available in both printed copy and download versions from as little at £4 

www.magicseen.co.uk 
 "
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ONE NOT TO BE MISSED!
Following a sell-out run at the Menier Chocolate Factory 

Theatre, Chocolate Factory Productions and Ambassador 

Theatre Group present James Freedman: Man of Steal at 

Trafalgar Studio 1 from 26th May – 4th July 2015. “It blew 

my mind” Dynamo. Persuader, showman, thief... James 

Freedman will steal a whole lot more than you might expect 

and one member of the audience will lose the most valuable 

thing possible...

The show runs from 8pm Monday to Saturday, plus matinees 

at 2.30pm on Thursday and Saturday at Trafalgar Studio 1, 

14 Whitehall, London SW1A 2DY Box Office: 0844 871 7632 

www.atgtickets.com/venues/trafalgar-studios.

Tickets: £15.00 - £39.50 (+£3 transaction fee).

Students rate £19.50* *Subject to availability. 
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PresentsDiamond Jim Tyler
GAME OF 31
BET: 
This is a variation of Nim that uses six pieces of paper numbered one 
through six. Explain that you will take turns with someone by pointing 
to the numbers and keep a tally of the points. The first one to hit 31 wins.  
No one is allowed to point to the same number that has just been chosen.  
Also, similar to blackjack, you cannot go over 31.

SECRET: If you have any knowledge of Nim, then you know there is a special 
sequence to use. If you know the special numbers involved then you will always win. 
The key numbers for the game of 31 are 3, 10, 17 and 24. Once you hit one of these 
magic numbers you are home free.

If your opponent goes first and chooses a number then simply pick a number that 
adds up to one of the special sequence numbers. For example if they point to the 
number 4, then you’ll want to point to the number 6 so you’ll hit one of the sequence 
numbers (10). After that, once they’ve chosen another number, you should pick the 
number, that when added to theirs equals seven. For example, if they point to 5 then 
you would choose the 2 because it adds up to the third number in the sequence (17). 
Keep doing this and you will ultimately win.

If they want you to go first then simply choose the number 3 to begin and you will 
have already won! Play out the game by making your total selections equal seven 
and you’ll always triumph.

If you don’t have a piece of paper handy, then think on your feet and use sugar 
packets, coasters, napkins or business cards. -If there is a deck of cards nearby then 
you could use the cards numbered ace through six. 
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When Mandy first asked me to write a piece for Secrets I thought 
about a traditional interview… I would tell you about the PhD 

I have just finished on Victorian Conjuring, talk about the 
products I have released, explain that I have worked 

on Hollywood films and modestly describe the 
acts I have used to win competitions. The more 

I thought about it, however, the more I 
thought that I could say something 

more useful. I could tell you some 
of the things I have learned in 

the last twelve years that 
I wish someone had 

told me when I was 
in the Young 

Magicians 
Club. 

With that 

in mind, here is 

a ten-step magical 

prescription:

1 - Magic is Supposed to be Fun

2 - Secrets aren’t the Real Secret

3 - Collaborate

4 - Think About Your Magic

5 - Flourishes Are Not Bad

6 - Magic is a Small World 

7 - Don’t Worry About What Other People Are Doing

8 -Practising, Fiddling and Rehearsing Are Different Things 

9 - Make the Most of the Resources You Have 

10 - Magic is Supposed to be Fun

by Will Houstoun MIMC
Dr Houstoun’s

Prescription
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ask others for help - this is one of the 
easiest ways to be bad! Get help from 
directors, writers, speech coaches and 
other performers, the ability to utilise 
other people’s skills is one of the things 
that sets some of the most successful 
magicians apart from the rest. It is also 
a really good idea to spend time with 
people who are better than you. If you 
want to be really good at sleight of hand 
spend time with people who are really 
good at sleight of hand. If you want to 
learn about performance hang out with 
great performers. If you are trying to be 
funnier talk to people who are funny. 
You can learn more by spending time 
with people who are better than you 
than with people who are not as good 
as you.

4 - Think About Your 
Magic

One of the really wonderful 
things about magic is that there is no 
real right and wrong. All you need to 
do is think about what you are doing 
and, if you have a reason for it, then 
almost anything goes. The thing that 
is essential is that you do think about 
what you are doing. If something good 
happens accidentally then that is not 
great. If you do something that other 
people dislike that can be absolutely 
fine, along as you know why you are 
doing it and are happy with the thought 
behind it.

5 - Flourishes Are Not 
Bad

Too many magicians say 
flourishes are bad. They are wrong. If 
you enjoy them then do them (see point 
1). If you have thought about using them 
in performance use them (see point 4). 
Personally I love learning flourishes and 
I choose to treat them as exercises that 
improve my card handling rather than 
things I will use before an audience.

1 -  Magic is Supposed 
to be Fun
Guy Hollingworth, a fantastic 

magician, once commented that: “Magic 
is not the best way to get famous and it 
is a terrible way to get rich, so the only 
real reason to do it is because you like 
it.” Whenever I am looking at a new 
project I try to only say yes if I think I will 
enjoy it. The things I enjoy are also the 
things I am most likely to do well; and 
I think the decision to only do things I 
enjoy is part of what has led me to do so 
much fun stuff in twenty years of magic. 
It is important that you try doing lots of 
different things in magic but don’t worry 
about choosing the bits you find the 
most fun and focusing your energies on 
them. “The House of Magic,” as Eugene 
Burger has said, “has many rooms.” 
Explore them all and discover the ones 
you like best, then don’t accept anyone 
telling you that one is better than 
another.

2 - Secrets aren’t the 
Real Secret

As magicians, we tend to 
obsess over secrets and this is often 
great fun! The secret methods we use 
are not, however, the real secrets of 
magic. The real secret is that magic 
allows us to give people a remarkable 
gift — a moment in which a world of 
previously unconsidered possibilities 
opens up. They experience something 
that they probably haven’t seen before 
and never will again. If you stop thinking 
that a trick’s secret is the real secret, 
then magic will become much more fun 
for you (remember point 1?) and your 
audience.

3 -  Collaborate
Magicians seem to have an 
almost unique view that they 

are somehow ‘less’ as people if they 
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6 - Magic is a Small 
World
 Every month for the last three 

years I have interviewed a famous 
magician for the cover of The Magic 
Circular and each month I ask them the 
same question: “What influences your 
magic?” Almost every single one of 
them has said that the most important 
thing is to see lots of things that aren’t 
magic. See popular art exhibitions, watch 
excellent theatre, listen to beautiful 
music. The things that you bring to your 
magic from outside our world will make 
a vast different to your magic and will 
make you a better magician.

7 - Don’t Worry About 
What Other People Are 
Doing

The magic world is full of magazines 
about what other people are doing, 
conventions where we watch other 
performers and even competitions 
where we try to see who is best. All 
these things can be great fun but try 
to just enjoy finding out about other 
people and then go back to having fun 
doing what you do. There is always 
more success and more happiness to 
be found in doing what you enjoy than 
in trying to be what you think someone 
else wants you to be. This is particularly 
important for competitions. The judging 
is so subjective that anyone who decides 
that winning actually means something 
will not do themselves any good. To 
me, the real value is in the process 
of working on your magic with the 
competition as a deadline. It is far better 
to focus on improving within yourself 
than trying to be ‘better’ than someone 
else. (Don’t worry, I am allowed to say 
this without sounding bitter as I am The 
Magic Circle Close-up Magician of the 
Year and was the youngest European 
Champion of Close-up Magic!)

© Darren Martin
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8 - Practising, Fiddling 
and Rehearsing Are 
Different Things

Practice is a process that can’t be 
sustained for long periods but is the first 
step in learning something new. It involves 
working on a move or section of a trick 
and trying to analyse every second and 
every movement to understand what is 
happening, why it is happening and then 
how it can be improved. Once you know 
what you are trying to do and how it works 
then it is time to fiddle… repeat the actions 
again and again, whilst watching TV or on 
the bus, until you have internalised them. 
At this point you are ready to rehearse. 
Put everything you need to do the piece 
together and then do it as though you 
were in a show. If you make a mistake 
keep going to the end and, after each full 
performance, try and figure out what you 
will do differently next time to improve it.

9 - Make the Most of the 
Resources You Have

So many people have spent so much time 
working on and thinking about magic that 
it would be criminal not to use their work. 
Magicians have been writing about magic 
for over five hundred years and, if you read 
what they have written, you can benefit 
from centuries of thoughts from some of 
the cleverest people. Almost everyone you 
meet will have done something amazing — 
the old magician who you have never seen 
do a trick may be able to tell you something 
about magic that you couldn’t learn any 
other way. Take advantage and talk to them. 
I have also learned great things about magic 
from people and books that have nothing to 
do with magic, always keep your eyes open 
for new informations and opportunities to 
learn more (see point 6).

10 -  Magic is 
Supposed to be 
Fun

Don’t forget that, however valuable I 
think the other rules are, this is the really 
important one - make sure you have fun 
with your magic!

To find out more about Will and his magic 
visit www.willhoustoun.co.uk
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Dr Houstoun has a special price in 

this issue, don’t miss it at puzzle 

pizza, page 21.
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MEMBER PROFILE:

jake Woodley 

Age:

14

Current Home:

Kinver

Joined The Young Magicians 
Club?

October	2014

Hobbies apart from magic?

Guitar	and	reading	

Favourite magic book?

The	Royal	Road	to	Card	Magic	
or	 Roberto	 Giobbi’s	 Card	
College	I	can’t	decide,	both	of	
them	are	brilliant

Favourite Non-Magic Book?

No	 Mercy	 by	 John	 Burley	
because	 it’s	 really	 nerve	
racking	 and,	 once	 you	 start	
reading,	you	can’t	put	it	down	

Favourite magic DVD?

Michael	 Scanzello’s	 Ring	 on	
Band	Routine

Favourite Film?

The	Prestige	

Favourite Magicians?

Dynamo,	 Paul	 Zenon,	 Jay	
Sankey,	Piff	the	Magic	Dragon

What kind of Magic do you 
enjoy the most? 

Up	 close	 magic	 that	 blows	
your	 mind	 and	 leaves	 you	
doubting	reality	

What do you like most about 
Secrets?

I	 love	 everything	 about	
Secrets	 I	 can’t	 pin	 point	 one	
thing	that	I	like	more	than	the	
other	

Strongest non-magical 
performing influences?

Well	 that	would	be	my	Mom	
and	Dad	

Strongest magical 
influences? 

One	of	my	 friends	 at	 school	

called	Gabe	-	he	got	me	 into	
magic	in	the	first	place	

What is your favourite magic 
on TV?

Killer	Magic	

Which magician would you 
most like to be and why?

Teller	because	of	 the	way	he	
performs	and	the	fact	that	he	
is	a	brilliant	magician	

If you had your own TV chat 
show and could interview 
any three people - real or 
fictitious, dead or alive - who 
would they be? 

Penn	 and	 Teller	 and	 Harry	
Houdini

Top tip for getting into magic?

Watch	 people	 perform	 and	
when	you	realise	“Wow!	I	really	
want	 to	 be	 able	 to	 do	 that”,	
learn	some	simple	tricks	from	
You	Tube.	Then	start	 reading	
books,	 watching	 DVDs	 and	
learning	 from	 them	 you	 will	
be	a	pro	in	no	time

Some people I would like to 
thank in magic for either their 
help or encouragement?

My	 nan	 and	 grandad	 and	
my	 mom	 and	 dad	 for	 their	
encouragement	 and	 Gabe,	
once	 again,	 for	 his	 help.	
Cheers	guys!

Want to appear here too?

e-mail for  a Member Profile Form

from mandy@TheMagicCircle.co.uk
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ANOTHER FUN

BRISTOL DAY!

The Question & answer 

session

Steve Rawlings

The dealers’ hall was oPeneD aT 9 aM 

and then it was all systems go! Two 

lectures started the day, side by side, one 

for cHilDren’s entertainers from Dave 

MicHael DarDanT. Junior regisTranTs were catered 

for, particularly, with their own workshop. This year they 

had a star-studded group of teachers. Doc eason gave 

a greaT carD session which included a topsy turvy 

shuffle. craig PeTTY explained the handling and working 

of a Flipper coin with a good coins across rouTine. 

lee HaTHawaY, who fooled Penn & Teller, also 

demonstrated card work and everyone who 

attended the workshop really enjoyed it all.

Then it was off to see the second close up sessions.

ToM sTone, FroM sweDen, performed some excellent 

coin work which ended with the appearance of his 

shoe! He then had four Jokers disappearing from 

three piles to be found assembled in the fourth pile – 

but these now had blue backs. a short leather tube, 

and a piece of cork, were used with coins 

that vanished and reappeared. He ended 

with his cuPs anD Balls routine which was short 

and snappy with lots happening. MicHael DarDanT 

was Hilarious! His opener set the tone and he then 

showed us some very good finger ring manipulations, 

proving his skill, followed by some gags with a fork or 

two. He removed several large sponge balls 

from a mini case and soon all kinds of things 

were appearing from there –  adding to the fun of 

his act.
JosePH BarrY FroM irelanD did some clever card 

magic which included some unusual ace assembly 

work and some excellent magic with two decks. 

The final close up act was street magician, Mario 

loPez FroM sPain. He started with a good gag 

where the cards refused to leave the  box. There 

was a lot of street style comedy with a cigareTTe 

anD a ligHTer.

HickorY and one by us comedy magician, 

He a lso performed a fasc inat ing 

Diminishing spongebal ls  rout ine 

and, f inal ly,   c igarettes across and 

cigarette through Table.  vincent 

Hedan lectured dur ing the morning 

too – a young French mental is t 

who had some very unusual  ideas. 

Tom stone  took the specia l  roy 

Darnley Memoria l  lecture spot in 

the programme and this went down 

very wel l  indeed. 

i  at tended the last  of  Doc 

eason’s Bunco Booth events 

which had happened at var ious 

points dur ing the day.  This was 

a demonstrat ion of  the k ind 

of  magic in which Doc excels , 

with sharp wit ty rout ines 

and amazing magic a l l  done 

impromptu, or  seemingly so, 

and inc luding coins and cards

The dealers ’  hal l  was opened at 9 am and then i t  was a l l  systems go!  Two lectures started the 

day,  s ide by s ide,  one for  chi ldren’s enterta iners f rom Dave Hickory and one by us comedy 

magic ian,  Michael  Dardant .

amethyst
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ANOTHER FUN

BRISTOL DAY!

The Question & answer 

session

Steve Rawlings

The day ended with a Question and answer 
session with Doc eason, Mario lopez and 
Joseph Barry.  we learned about diffusion of 
weight when you are working – stepping back 
or leaning forward as a form of misdirection. 
we were also advised to perform non-
card tricks, particularly when opening our 
acts. we were told that the strength of 
misdirection from a stage is amazing. other 
advice included ‘read everything’ and to 
watch DvDs in conjunction with books. 
some books recommended were silly  Billy’s 
seriously silly for children’s magic and Martin 
gardner’s impromptu Magic. of course i 
asked about advice for young magicians: 
Doc eason recommended learning more 

than just magic – juggling, drama etc – to 
become a complete person. He also urged 
people to develop a personality, to put 
their ‘fingerprints’ on a trick and make it 
their own.
Joseph Barry advised us all to encourage 
young people and not put them off – he 
told the juniors present to, above all, have 
fun! later the registrants congregated at 
the beautiful Playhouse Theatre for an 
amazing  gala show.

The Footlights Dance academy opened 
with some energetic singing and dancing.  
it seemed all eyes were  watching one 
little girl, no older than four, who frowned 
in concentration throughout  – she stole 

the show! Tom stone opened with a coin and 
glass, ending with a bottle production. He 
continued with three sliding drawers, one for 
himself and one each to two volunteers. a 
selected card was placed in one and a page 
number selected before a book was put in 
the other drawer. Tom then showed both had 
now appeared in his drawer.  He repeated 
this now by tearing off a corner of the card 

and the selected page from the book and placing them 
in a glass. The volunteers opened their drawers to find 
a card with missing corner and book with torn mage. 
Tom ended with his ‘symphony of ropes’ which was a 
very pretty routine to classical music.

Michael Dardant was our compere for the evening and 
was excellent between the acts. 

steve rawlings was a most unusual juggler  who 
performed furniture juggling and crammed his mouth 
with table tennis balls to juggle these. He juggled crown 
bowls, knives and fire torches too!

vincent Hedan talked about maths and Pi and gave a 
volunteer a Book of Pi. He was then able to recite the 
long long sequences on some of the pages. He also 
asked the volunteer to tell him her birthday and he was 
able to recite the sequence that followed her date in 
the book. 

amethyst gave us their act as known but it was a far 
more professional performance than the last time i had 
seen them. girl from Fire cage, body through a solid 
steel plate, a travelling knot as a quieter interlude, 
assistant’s revenge and a final cage with flaming spikes 
that revealed not the one girl who entered it but two.

after the interval the Footlights Dance academy were 
back with a medley from ‘Matilda’. The school uniforms 
on all ages and sizes  enhanced the antics of not one 
but now two little ones, again stealing the limelight!

Tom stone also made a welcome return. He performed 
silk from egg with a member of the audience who  was 
also, amazingly, able to complete the trick and both 
cracked their now real eggs into glasses! Tom then held 
a quiz with a man and woman – the man’s questions  
impossible to answer whereas the girl’s very simple. 
Tom then produced a prize from an empty bag. He 
ended with a very short cup and Ball routine with a 
large surprise at the end.

Phil Hoyles performed a Tommy cooper tribute act that 
didn’t seem to quite hit the mark. He ambled through 
the egg Bag, Baby gag, Hippity Hop rabbits, Dippy Duck 
and spot the Dog, all with suitable one-liners from 
Tommy’s acts.

The dealers ’  hal l  was opened at 9 am and then i t  was a l l  systems go!  Two lectures started the 

day,  s ide by s ide,  one for  chi ldren’s enterta iners f rom Dave Hickory and one by us comedy 

magic ian,  Michael  Dardant .

mario lopez

amethyst
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ali cook

Phil Hoyles

mario lopez

steve rawlings

Amethyst

Amethyst

ali cook

doc eason @ junior workshop

Lee hathaway @ junior workshop

michael dardant

tom stone
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Michael Dardant talked about combining improv and magic; he 

used an electric deck for a spectator to choose a card and 

then performed Card to Pocket all with great humour and fun.

A
li Cook closed the show. He began his act by 

ripping the heads from a duck and a chicken, 

transposing them  but  not showing them 

restored. He borrowed a spectator’s shoe and 

vanished it, only for it to reappear from a box 

hanging on stage the whole time. He performed 

an illusion with a girl crushed inside a box with poles pushed 

through it. He ended with a water torture cabinet version of 

Metamorphosis.

It was a very good show, lots for everyone, and the whole 

day had been a perfect example of The Bristol Day of Magic at 

its best!

ali cook’s illusion

vincent hedan

michael dardant

Doc Eason

tom stone
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It was back in March that the finals took place of the Young Magician 

of the Year competition – something that is held every other year. 
The winner was a female performer for the very first time – leah Mae Devine 

who, working with her sister sara Jade, brought some grand illusions to the 

stage of The Magic circle. They also performed a very nice dual linking ring 

routine. There was no third place this time – but, instead two second places 

were awarded.

T
he winner 

was a 

female 

performer 

for the very 

first time - 

LEah MAE  

Devine

The compet i t ion was hard 

fought and, real ly,  any of 

the other f inal is ts could 

have been placed too. 

LEAH MAE DEVINE

OLIVEr pAIcE

cALLUM MCCLURE

DAVID HARDMAN
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DEAN LEAVy

YOUNG  
MAGICIAN

of the Year

one of those places went to callum Mcclure who illustrated some elegant magic 
with coins which kept appearing and disappearing. The ‘clink’, as each landed 
in a glass, meant that even the back row of the theatre was aware of what was 
happening. He also did some clever and intricate card work. 

David Hardman, on the other hand, produced some good comedy moments 
enhancing his DvD naming routine and his very original pom-pom stick 
presentation about Facebook.

The competition was hard fought and, really, any of the other finalists could 
have been placed too. 

Dean levy showed us some chirpy routines with ropes as well as cards with 
spots. chris Head opened and closed by playing his ukulele and performed 
some efficient magic with ropes and also with ninja rings. oliver Paice with his 
quirky, off the wall comedy routines had the audience in stitches. georgio rand 
used colour changing cDs and a floating table to keep the audience entertained. 

everyone had won their places in the finals after a hard battle during the heats; 
and had worked hard to improve their acts since then.

Congratulations to Leah, David and Callum on their great achievments!

GIOrGIO rAND cHrIs HEAD
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things that you might want to beg, borrow or steal (in a magical sense) - or put on your wish list!

The Expert at the Card Table
by S. W. Erdnase,

n   Reviewed by Marty Demarest

Paperback book 235 pages,  £13.00 available from www.amazon.com

The new edition of the classic book, The Expert at The Card 
Table, has been edited and enlarged by Marty Demarest, the 
Erdnase expert who caused a stir in Genii magazine when 
he presented his theory on Erdnase’s true identity. This new 
edition returns squarely to the original feature that made 
The Expert so popular - the fact that it stands out as a quality 
instructional manual on card magic and technique

With the idea of returning to the book’s origins in mind, the 
original text of The Expert has been reproduced, removing 
the numerous modifications that have crept into other, 
currently available, editions over the decades. This allows 
the Erdnase scholar to read the content precisely as they might have in 1902 and gives the more 
causal reader the chance to read what Erdnase wrote rather than what later publishers and editors 
‘corrected.’ The type has also been re-set (whilst maintaining all the original page and line breaks 
for easy comparison with other editions) and the illustrations are remastered and enlarged to 
make the explanations as easy as possible to read and understand.

Demarest has also added two new sections - an errata and an index. The former contains details 
of all the errors in description or depiction that are known to appear in the book, although it does 
not attempt to correct errors that do not affect the text’s instructional value. It does, for example, 
correct a mistake in finger positioning in one of Erdnase’s false cuts but does not correct the 
well known reference to “Charlie’s Pass,” a reference to the Charlier pass. There are nineteen 
occasions on which Demarest believed an illustration or the text could mislead and, if or each,        
the correction is provided - in each case with a credit to the first person known to have pointed the 
error out in print.

All of the features described so far make this edition of The Expert an interesting book but it is the 
final feature, the index, that makes it indispensable for any card magician or Erdnase enthusiast. 
In the course of twenty-one pages Demarest has comprehensively indexed the terms, ideas and 
techniques of The Expert. In addition, he has included modern terminology that relates to ideas in 
The Expert but which is never explicitly used. (Erdnase, for example, discusses various techniques 
for misdirection but never uses the word itself.) Finally he has also cross-referenced the techniques 
that can be combined with one another, making it easier to see the moves as an interlocking 
system. The Index provides a new way of looking at The Expert, giving any reader, no matter their 
level of existing knowledge, a new way to explore and understand Erdnase’s classic text.

Because this edition has not been produced with the bells and whistles that would make it appeal 
to the magic collector, it means that this book costs relatively little and is therefore easily available 
to every card magician. In the 112 years since The Expert was first published it has been available in 
many different editions and formats. Published by Charles and Wonder this edition’s extra  content, 
quality and price will make it stand out as what, I believe, will become the standard version of this 
classic text.

REVIEWS
H H

Requires practice
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The Inception 
by Chris Randall  

n   Reviewed by Ian Keable 

Instructional DVD. £23.00 from your favourite dealers supplied by Murphy’s Magic. 

Bill in Lemon is my favourite trick, end of, as they say. I use the torn 
corner method, the basics of which I learnt from Billy McComb’s 
The Professional Touch (I actually listened to it on a cassette, the 
transcript of which was turned into the book). McComb said he 
got his version from Mark Wilson’s Complete Course of Magic 
—so it has excellent antecedent. 

Chris Randall, in his Bill in Lemon routine, has opted to go for 
signing the note to identify it, rather than tearing off a corner. 
And I must say he puts forward an excellent argument that his 
method is to be preferred; the main reason being that, at the 
finish, the audience member instantly knows that it is their 
borrowed note found inside the lemon. When you tear off part of 
the note, there is the kerfuffle of the spectator trying to remember where he has put the 
corner, resulting in the danger of losing your applause cue. 

Randall has orchestrated the loading of the note into the lemon very succinctly. He uses a cloth 
bag to keep the lemon, signing pen and cutting knife securely in place. Having folded the note up 
and switched it (with a thumb tip), he uses a combination of time misdirection (another trick) and 
the cover of the bag itself to openly shove the note inside the lemon; this means it can be done 
surrounded without having to use his pockets. 

There are plenty of other tips about performing the Bill in Lemon scattered through his hour long 
detailed explanation These include the choosing and preparation of the lemon, guaranteeing 
getting the note easily inserted, selling the reveal at the conclusion and how to instantly repeat 
the trick if you are table-hopping. As an added bonus you get some good tutorials in the thumb 
tip version of the bill change, Professor’s Nightmare and the centre tear. Anyone wanting an 
extremely practical, and fooling, way of performing this classic trick would certainly not come 
away disappointed. 

Watching Randall do his actual street show (which appeared to be in a shopping mall in Las Vegas) 
with all the distractions around, made for rather dispiriting viewing. The magic was immaculate but 
many of the bits of business, funny lines and handling, which he has honed over countless shows, 
appeared to fly past the audience. At times you felt he was going through the motions; but in such 
an environment who could blame him? It would have been great to see his set in a venue like The 
Magic Castle. 

However Randall has deliberately constructed his routine towards busking in the streets — with 
the stated aim of getting as much money at the end of show as he can; so it is hard to feel sorry 
for him. There are plenty of tipping lines (“girls, if your guy doesn’t tip, he’s cheating on you”); and 
at the end he actually places the soaking note lent to him directly into his collecting bucket, not 
even bothering to offer it back!

H H
Requires practice
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the coin positioned on the rear side towards the 
right hand base of the card. Place this card on 
top of the other.

WORKING AND 
PRESENTATION:
Display both nested cards, front and back like 
this.

Partially slide the top card towards the right 
hand side. This means that the front sides of 
the cards are shown as normal.

It also means that when both are reversed in 
this fanned position, and then turned back, the 
coin is hidden.

Explain the reason for the elastic bands and 
remove the ones from the card which doesn’t 
hide the coin. Place the other on top of this 
and arrange both elastic bands on it so they 
go over the ends of both cards. Now place the 
loose elastic bands lengthwise over both cards. 
The banded cards can now be shown on both 

sides and these are placed onto the table 
surface.

The duplicate coin is now 
introduced and made to vanish.

I don’t intend to explain a coin 
vanish here since I know that 
most readers will be familiar 
with one or more. Use your 
favourite vanish, the French 
Drop being a very easy one 

to execute.

Vanish the coin. Ask a 
spectator to pick up the banded 

cards. Further ask these to be 
parted.

The vanished coin has made its reappearance 
between both cards.

Leave the cards, bands and coin on the table for 
those inquisitive spectators who always like to 
examine things.

EFFECT:
Two plastic cards are displayed, both having 
elastic bands around them, one having them 
attached lengthwise, whilst the other has 
them sideways. The performer explains the 
reason for these later. The cards are shown 
on both sides and the elastic bands are now 
positioned around both. The banded cards 
are placed on a nearby table whilst the 
performer removes a 2p coin from a pocket 
(or bag).  The coin is made to vanish.

When a spectator removes the elastic bands, 
from the cards, the vanished coin is seen to 
be sandwiched between them.

Coin, cards and elastic bands are left on the 
table for any onlookers to examine.

APPARATUS:. 

Two plastic cards: The ones photographed 
are my membership cards from The Magic 
Circle and I.B.M. but, if possible, use 
real credit or debit cards since this 
fits in well with the currency 
theme.

Four elastic bands: These 
must be a tight fit when 
stretched over the sides 
of the cards. As shown 
in the photograph, the 
elastic bands are already 
on the cards (lengthwise and 
sideways) right from the start.

Two 2p coins: These should 
match as near as possible.

SET-UP:
The card which has the elastic bands 
stretched over sideways, hides one of the 2p 
coins and keeps it securely in place. Have 

CASH n CREDITTRICK 

by Ian Adair
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TWO-LEGGED
THREE LEGGED

In a reading room at a library, there are 

several three-legged stools and four-legged 

chairs, and they are all occupied. If you count 

thirty-nine legs in the room, is it possible 

to figure out how many stools, chairs and 

people there are?

Dennis Patten’s CIRCLE OF DANCE SOLUTION
Anne’s neighbours can be either two  boys or two girls. If they are girls, then each of them must be neighboured by another girl, since they are both next to Anne. So in the instance where Anne’s neighbours are girls then the entire circle must be girls.

Since there are boys in the circle, the circle is obviously not all girls. That means Anne’s neighbours must both be boys, each of whom is neighboured by Anne and another girl. This alternating pattern continues around the circle which contains twelve boys and twelve girls.

Send your answer;

via email to 
mandy@TheMagicCircle.co.uk 

by 28th June. First one out of 

the hat wins!

Congratulations to
Sam Nathan-Saffron who 

correctly answered the April 

2015 competition question, Well 

done! Your prize is on its way.

Solutions  April 2015

SIX - SEVEN 
SOLUTION

6 + 6/6 = 7

PRIZE COMPETITION
MYSTERY TRACKS

Can you figure out 

w
hat m

ade these 

tracks in the sand?

Simply answer this question, 
set by our cover star,Will Houstoun:What was Chung Ling Soo’s real full name?  

There will be not one - but three prizes 

available! Will has kindly donated one copy 

of his book and two of his DVD.
Send answers in by email or post by 31st 

June 2015 to the email address on page 3 to 

be in with a chance!

SPECIAL  PRIZE from Will Houstoun
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THE REAL SECRETS OF MAGIC
Most people think that to be a magician 
you have to be extremely dextrous but 
that is not necessarily so. Some tricks 
are entirely self-working, relying on 
clever subtleties, crafty apparatus or 
what we call gimmicks. All you need 
is the knowledge to amuse and amaze 
people, making them yourself happy.

After 70 years as a professional 
magician, I truly believe that I am in 
a position to help anyone just starting 
out in magic; or any pro, is seeking to 
reach the next rung on the ladder. Now 
that my five year reign as President of 

The Magic Circle has come to an end, I wish to offer all my magical 
experience to you as a fantastic  e-book - THE REAL SECRETS OF 
MAGIC.

This tells you everything you need to know in order to have the 
confidence and to entertain your friends or even become a successful 
professional.

Learn the knowledge gained by an extremely successful performer 
during 70 years as a top flight magician who started in the old 
time music halls, progressed through appearances on radio and 
television, and is now, even in his eighties, still table hopping in 
leading restaurants.

THE REAL SECRETS OF MAGIC
An  amazing  E- Book  by  JACK  DELVIN,  M.I.M.C.

A whole life’s work for only £20
PayPal to Magic@JackDelvin.co.uk

Or cheque to Jack Delvin ,
18 Lodge Close, Orpington, Kent, BR6 0QQ






